

























































































































































































































? ?? AMARTYA SEN, Equality of What?, in his CHOICE, WELFARE AND MESUREMENT ???, ???-???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
? ?? AMARTYA SEN, INEQUALITY REEXAMINED ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????See AMARTYA SEN, Capabilities




























? ?? SEN, supra note ??, at ???-???.
? ?? SEN, INEQUALITY REEXAMINED, supra note ??, at ??; AMARTYA SEN, Capability and Well-Being, in THE QUALITY OF LIFE
??, ???Martha C. Nussbaum & Amartya Sen, eds., ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????Sen, supra note ??, at
???.
? ?? See AMARTYA SEN, Rights and Capabilities, in his RESOURECES, VALUES AND DEVELOPMENT ???, ???-??????????
See also AMARTYA SEN, COMMODITIES AND CAPABILITIES ?-???Oxford India Paperbacks, ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????
? ?? Martha Nussbaum, Aristotelian Social Democracy, in LIBERALISM AND THE GOOD ????R. Bruce Douglass, Gerald M.
Mara, and Henry S. Richardson, eds., ??????
? ?? Id. at ?????????????????????????a????????????????????????????
?????????
????????????????????????????????????????the thick
vague conception of the good????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????




























?????????????Control over One?s Environment??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??
? ?? See e.g., Nussbaum, supra note ??, at ???-???; See Martha C. Nussbaum, Human Functionings and Social Justice: In
Defence of Aristotelian Essentialism, ?? POL. THEORY ???, ???-??????????
? ?? Nussbaum, supra note ??, at ???-???, ???-???.






























? ?? Id. at ??-???
? ?? Martha C. Nussbaum, The Supreme Court, ???? Term-Foreword: Constitutions and Capabilities:?Perception?against
Lofty Formalism, Harvard Law Revew vol.???, p.?, ?????????
? ?? ???????????????
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